Mauricewood Primary School

Primary 7W Term 2 Newsletter

P7 have a busy term ahead with preparations for
Christmas and various events.

Literacy
Children will be reading a graphic
novel in a literature circle this term.
This will involve looking at different
features of a graphic novel and
discussing the structure and setting
of the story. In Writing the children
will be using information they have
researched in our World War 2 topic
to create different types of reports.
Later on this term the children will
have to prepare a short personal talk
at home to present to the class.
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Numeracy
In Numeracy children will be
developing their knowledge and
understanding of fractions through
written, practical and computer based
activities. Through weekly mental
maths tasks, they will continue to
develop strategies and revisit
different aspects of both numeracy
and maths. The children will also be
gathering, presenting and analysing
data in different ways in Maths e.g.
line graphs and pie charts.

Health & Wellbeing
To promote a positive approach to mental health and emotional well being both
classes will be participating in a 5 week programme called ‘Headstrong’ led by
the school nurses. The children will also continue to develop their resilience by
working through the ‘Bounceback’ programme.
Towards the end of this term the children will visit the Risk Factory where they
will learn how to identify situations where their Health and Wellbeing is likely to
be compromised and have the confidence to make decisions about their personal
safety.
Other Areas of the Curriculum
Children will be using primary and
secondary sources to research World
War 2 to develop their understanding
of sequence and chronology and will
learn about the short and long term
effects of conflict.
In Art, alongside working with our Art
specialist teacher, children will
explore different paper sculpting
techniques in class.

Citizenship Groups
This term children have chosen a
Citizenship Group to be part of.
These groups help children to develop
awareness of individual, school, local
and global needs. They will use their
initiative and creativity to find
solutions to problems, develop skills
for life and/ or make a contribution
to help others.

Christmas
Our Christmas festivities are currently being scheduled. Please keep an eye out
for further information closer to the time. We look forward to seeing you then!

